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Abstract—Emerging Non-Volatile Main Memories (NVMMs)
provide persistent storage and can be directly attached to the
memory bus, which allows building file systems on non-volatile
main memory (NVMM file systems). Since file systems are built
on memory, NUMA architecture has a large impact on their
performance due to the presence of remote memory access and
imbalanced resource usage. Existing works migrate thread and
thread data on DRAM to solve these problems. Unlike DRAM,
NVMM introduces extra latency and lifetime limitations. This
results in expensive data migration for NVMM file systems
on NUMA architecture. In this paper, we argue that NUMA-
aware thread migration without migrating data is desirable
for NVMM file systems. We propose NThread, a NUMA-aware
thread migration module for NVMM file system. NThread applies
what-if analysis to get the node that each thread performs local
access and evaluate what resource contention will be if all threads
access data locally. Then NThread adopts migration based on
priority to reduce NVMM and CPU contention. In addition,
NThread also considers CPU cache sharing between threads
for NVMM file systems when migrating threads. We implement
NThread in state-of-the-art NVMM file system and compare it
against existing NUMA-unaware NVMM file system ext4-dax,
PMFS and NOVA. NThread improves throughput by 166.5%,
872.0% and 78.2% on average respectively for filebench. For
running RocksDB, NThread achieves performance improvement
by 111.3%, 57.9%, 32.8% on average.

Index Terms—non-volatile memory, NUMA architecture, file
system, performance, thread migration

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture is
widely used in data center [40], [43], [51]. They provide
DRAM on each NUMA node with multi-core CPU, which
can enlarge DRAM capacity. Emerging byte-addressable Non-
Volatile Main Memories (NVMMs), such as Phase Change
Memory (PCM) [3], [37], ReRAM [5] and recent Optane DC
persistent memory [20], can be directly attached to memory
bus meanwhile supports data persistency. Thus, one can build
file systems on NVMM (namely NVMM file systems). Similar
to DRAM, NVMM can also be structured on NUMA architec-
ture to exploit multiple CPUs and enlarge NVMM capacity.

However, NUMA architecture introduces remote memory
access in which applications run on one NUMA node may
access data placed on another node. In addition, imbalanced
request scheduling and data requests on NUMA nodes lead
to imbalanced resource usage and further result in resource
contention [9], such as memory accessing contention. Existing
NVMM file systems [7], [10], [11], [23], [25], [45], [47], [48]
are unaware of NUMA architecture. They place file data with-

out considering the NVMM usage on NUMA nodes. Besides,
application threads accessing file system rely on the default
operating system thread scheduler, which migrates thread only
considering CPU utilization. These bring remote memory
access and resource contentions to application threads when
reading and writing files, and thus reduce the performance
of NVMM file systems. We observe that when performing
file reads/writes from 4 KB to 256 KB on a NVMM file
system (NOVA [47] on NVMM), the average latency of
accessing remote node increases by 65.5 % compared to
accessing local node. The average bandwidth is reduced by
34.6%. Besides, the imbalanced NVMM accessing increases
file read latency by 73.0%. Thus, NVMM file systems are
required being NUMA-aware to achieve better performance.

A number of research efforts have been made to improve
application performance on NUMA architecture, such as re-
ducing remote memory access [6], [38], reducing DRAM
accessing imbalance [19], [38], and increasing CPU cache
sharing among threads [28], [44]. The key idea of these
works is migrating threads as well as related data (such as
stack data and heap data on memory). These techniques are
efficient for DRAM-based NUMA architecture. DRAM has
high bandwidth and low latency. The cost of migrating thread
data on DRAM is low. However, applying these techniques
to NVMM file systems on NUMA architecture is expensive.
Firstly, NVMM has higher access latency and lower bandwidth
than DRAM. It is expensive to migrate file data on NVMM.
For example, as reported in [22], the write bandwidth of
NVMM is almost 1/6 of DRAM. In our observation, migrating
a 16 KB page from one NVMM NUMA node to another
takes 2.8x longer than that on DRAM. Secondly, unlike
thread runtime data, migrating file data requires modifying
file metadata to record the new addresses of data blocks.
Besides, since file metadata changes, one needs to pay for extra
effort to guarantee crash consistency, such as recording journal
for metadata changes. These further increase the overhead of
migrating file data for NVMM file systems. Thirdly, NVMM
has lower write endurance than DRAM, migrating file data
on NVMM introduces additional write operations and reduces
device life. Finally, the stack and heap data of a thread are usu-
ally excluded from other threads. The data of stack and heap
can be migrated only considering the corresponding thread.
However, file data can be shared among multiple threads.
Migrating file data based on the current state of a single thread
is inaccurate and may cause migration oscillation. Taking the



key-value database RocksDB as an example, RocksDB usually
adopts multiple threads to accelerate performance. Two threads
may query key-value items from the same file (in the form
of SSTable file) simultaneously. It is difficult to decide file
data migration in case of the two threads running on different
NUMA nodes.

Thus, we argue that one should only carefully migrate
threads without migrating file data on NVMM file systems
to reduce remote memory access and meanwhile avoid im-
balanced resource usage. Recently, a few works [39], [46]
propose to only migrate threads to the NUMA node where
the accessing file locates to reduce remote access. However,
they do not handle imbalanced NVMM accessing and CPU
utilization on NUMA architecture. Furthermore, these works
require modifying the application code. For example, [46]
modifies application to invoke two additional system calls to
obtain the location of file data and migrate threads respectively.
Since file systems contain file related information, such as file
data location and file data sharing, we can directly let file
system migrate thread without modifying application code.

In this paper, the basic principle of thread migration is
to migrate threads to the NUMA node where the accessing
file locates. In such doing, remote memory access can be
reduced. However, the basic principle faces three challenges.
Firstly, a thread may access multiple files that are placed on
different NUMA nodes. For example, a RocksDB thread may
search multiple files (SSTable) to find a key value pair. In this
case, carefully thread migration is required to avoid migration
oscillation. Secondly, the number of threads on a NUMA
node may increase after thread migration, which may cause
imbalanced CPU usage and further result in CPU contention.
Besides, NVMM file systems may place file data unevenly,
which may cause imbalanced NVMM accessing and further
result in NVMM contention (in this paper, all contention is
caused by imbalanced use of resource). Migrating threads to
reduce remote access may further exacerbate NVMM con-
tention. To reduce resource contention, one needs to conduct
thread migration by balancing reducing remote access and
reducing resource contention. Finally, in case of multiple
threads accessing the same file data, running these threads on
different NUMA nodes cannot benefit from sharing the last
level cache (LLC). One still needs to balance the benefit of
reducing resource contention and increasing LLC sharing.

We propose NUMA-aware thread migration (NThread) for
NVMM file systems. NThread applies what-if analysis to
evaluate what resource contention will be if all threads access
data locally. NThread obtains the node that performs local data
access for each thread according to the read amount on each
NUMA node. NThread also takes NVMM contention and CPU
contention into account. By analyzing the impacts of different
contention, NThread adopts priority based migration policy.
The policy by default lets all threads access data locally in
case of no resource contention. It takes NVMM contention
as the first priority and migrates threads with high write
ratio to remote nodes to reduce NVMM contention. Then the
policy considers CPU contention and migrates threads to other
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Fig. 1. The architecture of NUMA with 4 nodes. Each node has one CPU,
and each CPU contains four cores.

nodes to avoid CPU contention. In case of multiple threads
accessing the same file data, NThread keeps all threads locally
to increase CPU cache sharing among threads. We implement
NThread on the existing NVMM file system NOVA [47]
under Linux kernel 4.18.8 and compare it with state-of-the-
art NVMM based file systems. The evaluation shows that
compared to NOVA, NThread increases throughput by 78.2%
and 32.8% on average for filebench and RocksDB respectively.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. NUMA architecture

NUMA architecture has multiple NUMA nodes and mul-
tiple CPU sockets. Each CPU socket contains multiple CPU
cores (e.g. 4 cores per CPU socket in Figure 1). These cores
share CPU last level cache (LLC). A CPU socket connects
to one local NUMA node by Memory Controller and one or
multiple remote NUMA nodes by Interconnect Network (IC
in Figure 1). All NUMA nodes provide a single globally-
addressable physical memory space with support for cache
coherence [50]. In NUMA-based systems, accessing remote
NUMA node suffers from higher latency than accessing local
NUMA node. This also results in IC contention. Moreover,
imbalanced data accessing may result in resource contention
on a specific NUMA node. For example, intensive writes on
one NUMA node brings NVMM contention to the node.

B. Non-volatile main memory

Emerging Non-Volatile Main Memories (NVMMs) pro-
vide persistency, byte-addressability and directly access fea-
tures. We can build file system on it (NVMM file system).
Since NVMM provides less write endurance (106-108) than
DRAM (1016) [11], [36], operating on NVMM file systems
should avoid introducing extra write operations, such as re-
peated write operations by migrating file data. Recently, Intel
provides a NVMM product – Intel Optane DC Persistent
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Fig. 2. The normalized throughput against maximum throughput. We run two
RocksDB applications with db bench. Each db bench contains 10 threads. W,
R and RW represent fillseq, readrandom and readwhilewriting respectively.

Memory Module (Optane DC PMM). The read latency of
Optane DC PMM is about 3x slower than DRAM and the write
latency is closed to DRAM [22]. For read and write bandwidth,
Optane DC PMM is 1/3 and 1/6 of DRAM respectively. In
addition, the read bandwidth of Optane DC PMM is 3x the
write bandwidth. Similar to DRAM, NVMM is also affected
by NUMA architecture, which includes remote access and
imbalanced resource usage.

C. Motivation

Existing Linux operating systems use first-touch or inter-
leave approaches to allocate memory space and randomly
schedule threads on NUMA architecture. First-touch allocates
space on the node where the thread runs, which allows threads
to access data in local node, reducing remote access. However,
this approach can cause memory accessing contention when a
NUMA node holds a large volume of data. More importantly,
operating systems may schedule threads to different nodes.
Thus, first-touch may suffer from resource contention and
remote access. Interleave approach allocates space by using
round robin on all NUMA nodes. This helps to reduce memory
accessing contention but increases remote access. These two
approaches mainly optimize memory space allocate, such as
memory for heap, stack and page cache. However, NVMM file
systems usually bypass page cache [7], [10], [11], [23], [25],
[41], [45], [47] and use its own space allocator. This requires
the space allocator of NVMM file system to deal with the
problems on NUMA architecture.

Existing NVMM file systems are not aware of NUMA
architecture. They allocate space without considering hardware
resources on NUMA nodes. Besides, they rely on kernel
thread scheduler to select CPU node for running threads,
in which only CPU utilization is considered but file data
locations are ignored. This results in remote accessing when
a thread and its file data are not on the same node. We run
experiments to show the performance degradation of existing
NVMM file systems with two-nodes NUMA architecture. The
detailed experiment configurations are presented in Section V.

Since existing NVMM file systems do not support multiple
nodes and can only store files on a single NUMA node.
We build one file system on each node and run a RocksDB
instance with each file system separately. For comparison,
we add multiple NUMA nodes support in NOVA to show
the performance of existing NVMM file system on multiple
NUMA nodes (NOVA n). NOVA n treats NVMM devices on
multiple NUMA nodes as a single device. For example, pmem0
and pmem1 are the NVMM device of node 0 and node 1
respectively. NOVA only operates one NVMM device (such
as pmem0) by mapping it into kernel space. Instead, NOVA n
maps the two NVMM devices into the kernel together as a
continuous address space. NOVA n randomly writes file data
on NUMA nodes. We select three RocksDB workloads, includ-
ing fileseq (W), readrandom (R) and readwhilewriting (RW)
from db bench to show the performance. The database size
is 40 GB for each RocksDB run. We run the evaluation ten
times.

Figure 2 shows the normalized throughputs of two applica-
tions. The max value of each error bar represents the achieved
maximum throughput when all RocksDB threads are pinned
to the node where the data file locates. This allows all data
accessing to be performed locally. The min value of each
error bar represents the achieved minimum throughput when
all data accessing is performed remotely. In this case, all
RocksDB threads run on a node from the one the data file
locates. Existing NVMM file systems are NUMA-unware, and
IO threads are placed by the kernel thread scheduler without
considering NUMA architecture. The average throughputs
are achieved under these cases. Compared to the maximum
throughputs, the average throughputs of ext4-dax, PMFS,
NOVA and NOVA n reach 77.6%, 59.8%, 62.0% and 59.2%
of the maximum ones respectively under readwhilewriting
workload. Since threads are scheduled without considering
data placement, existing NUMA-unaware NVMM file systems
suffer from remote access and degraded performance. This
motivates us to explore NUMA-aware approach for NVMM
file systems.

III. DESIGN

In this section, we present the design issues of NThread,
a NUMA-aware thread migration module for NVMM file
systems. The key idea of NThread is to migrate threads
without migrating file data. This can reduce remote access
and imbalanced resource usage as well as avoids expensive
data migration on NVMM.

When NVMM file systems are mounted, NThread starts
working. Note that, NThread does not decide the initial
node where a thread runs, which is still decided by the
operating system thread scheduler. Operating system thread
scheduler determines that where a thread runs based on the
CPU utilization on each node. It may result in remote access
on NUMA architecture. Besides, it cannot solve NVMM
contention. NThread periodically (such as 1s) runs what-if
analysis to migrate threads to reduce remote memory access
and resource contention.
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Figure 3 shows the workflow of NThread each period.
NThread firstly collects runtime information of each thread
and node, including the data size of read/write, NVMM
accessing bandwidth, CPU utilization and thread sharing in-
formation. Then NThread performs what-if analysis to get the
target node where a thread should be migrated to. After what-
if analysis, NThread migrates threads to the target node to
improve performance. What-if analysis can directly decide the
target node by reducing remote access. However, migrating
all threads to perform local access cannot reduce NVMM
contention and may result in CPU contention. For example,
all threads read file data on node 0, and migrating all these
threads to node 0 can cause CPU contention on node 0.
Thus, what-if analysis decides the target node with two steps.
Firstly, what-if analysis decides the initial target node to reduce
remote access ( 1© in Figure 3, Section III-A). Secondly, what-
if analysis adopts priority based target node selection ( 2©
in Figure 3) to get the final target node to reduce NVMM
and CPU contention (Section III-C). Note that, migrating
threads to reduce CPU/NVMM contention may suffer from
extra remote access again. However, we do not take this
into account as resource contention has larger impact on
performance degradation. In case of existing severe NVMM
contention, increasing remote access turns out to improve
overall performance [29]. Meanwhile, migrating threads to
reduce resource contention may destroy CPU cache sharing,
which can affect data accessing performance. Thus, what-if
analysis also considers handling data sharing among threads
(Section III-D).

A. Deciding initial target node

The basic principle of what-if analysis is to assume that all
threads access data locally. For a given thread, we decide the
initial target node to reduce remote access.

For file write, NThread always avoids remote write.
NThread lets the thread directly write data on the NUMA node

where threads run. As illustrated in Section III-C, a writing
thread may be migrated to other nodes for reducing resource
contention. Even under such a case, the writing thread still
executes local writes.

For file read, a thread could access different file data and
the file data can be distributed on different NUMA nodes. For
example, one thread can read multiple SSTables to get target
key-value pair, and these SSTables are stored on different
NUMA nodes. File systems provide data read APIs with the
data size. Reading a large amount of data usually indicates
intensive read pressure. Thus, for one thread reading data of
multiple files, NThread decides its initial target node according
to its read amount on each NUMA node. To reduce thread
migration oscillation, only when the read data size of a thread
on one NUMA node is higher than all other nodes by a value
per period (such as 200 MB, the bandwidth of one Optane DC
PMM is approximately 6.8 GB/s), we think the node has a lot
of data to read for the thread and regard the node as initial
target node to reduce remote access. Otherwise, we think that
the thread does not have an initial target node. Migrating
threads to the initial target node can reduce remote memory
access.

B. Resource contention analysis

When deciding the initial target node, NThread primarily
considers reducing remote access. However, it cannot reduce
NVMM contention and may cause CPU contention on NUMA
architecture. Thus, NThread needs to take NVMM contention
and CPU contention into account for deciding the final target
node. Before presenting the policy for selecting the final target
node, we analyze the different impacts of NVMM contention
and CPU contention to decide which contention is more
important.

On one hand, the contention comes from NVMM file system
itself which places file data without considering the usage of
hardware resources on NUMA architecture. If the access of
NVMM is imbalanced among NUMA nodes, it will lead to
amounts of hot data on a node, resulting in serious NVMM
accessing contentions on that node. Our results show that
NVMM contention can reduce performance by 73.0%. On
the other hand, when multiple threads run on the same node,
these threads compete for CPU resources. CPU contention can
reduce performance by 39.3%.

In order to evaluate the impact of both NVMM and CPU
contention. We conduct experiments to analyze them. All
threads and file data are operated on node 0. To show the
impact of CPU contention, we set some cores offline by
keeping 4 cores online on node 0 and run more threads (8
and 16). To reflect the performance impact of reducing CPU
contention, We migrate threads to node 1 and keep the
data operation of the migrated threads on node 0. Figure 4
shows the normalized bandwidth against without handling
CPU contention. The detailed experiment configurations are
presented in Section V. For 1KB 8, 1KB represents read/write
block size and 8 represents the number of running threads.
rw80 presents file read ratio is 80%. When performing 1 KB
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Fig. 4. The performance of reducing CPU contention.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN NODE SELECTION OF NTHREAD

BWrN The read bandwidth of Node N.
BWwN The write bandwidth of Node N.
BWN The total read and write bandwith of Node N.
BWaverage The average NVMM bandwidth of all nodes.
BWr weight The weight of read bandwidth: 1/3 in this paper.

D writei
The data size of file write for thread i within each
time window.

D readi
The data size of file read for thread i within each
time window.

W ratioi The write ratio of thread i.
D migrateN The amount of data that Node N can be migrated.
CPUi The CPU utilization of thread i.
CPUN The CPU utilizaiton of Node N.

CPUlimit
The upper limit of CPU utilization: 90% in
this paper.

Timei
The time that thread i runs within each time
window.

TimeW The execution time window of NThread, such as 1s.

read/write operations, the evaluation does not cause NVMM
contention (1KB 8 and 1KB 16) and migrating threads to
other free nodes can reduce CPU contention. Figure 4 shows
that the bandwidth can be improved by 13.2%. When in-
creasing access size (4KB/16KB), theoretically reducing CPU
contention can improve performance. However, NVMM has
serious contention, and the performance decreased. The re-
sults show that the performance can be reduced by 20%.
This is because NVMM contention is the main reason for
performance. Therefore, when there exists both NVMM ac-
cessing contention and CPU contention, NThread only handles
NVMM contention (see Figure 3).

C. Priority based target node selection

Only deciding target node by reducing remote access cannot
solve resource contention problems. Therefore, what-if anal-
ysis also uses priority based migration policy to decide final
target node. What-if analysis considers NVMM contention and
CPU contention. When there exists both NVMM contention
and CPU contention, NThread only handles the problem of
NVMM contention (as shown Section III-B). The notations
used in node selection are listed in Table I.

1) Avoiding NVMM accessing contention: We can migrate
a part of hot data from high NVMM accessing contention
node to low NVMM accessing contention node to solve this
problem. However, NVMM provides higher access latency and
lower bandwidth than DRAM, migrating file data between
NVMM of different nodes is expensive and increases addi-
tional access pressure. Our results show that migrating 16 KB
data on NVMM costs 35 us, which is 2.8x higher than DRAM.
File systems contain a large number of files and a file can
be accessed by multiple threads. It is difficult to maintain
the accessing status of each file and migrate them. Therefore,
NThread does not migrate file data. In addition, if NThread let
a thread that runs on high NVMM accessing contention node
write new data on low NVMM accessing contention node,
it can reduce NVMM contention on high NVMM accessing
contention node but introduce remote write operations. Remote
writing has higher latency than local writing. Our results show
that remote writing reduces performance by 65.5% compared
to local writing. Besides, remoting write may result in remote
read of these new writing data, increasing remote access.
Therefore, NThread migrates threads and writes file data to
the node where the thread runs to reduce NVMM accessing
contention.

NThread obtains NVMM bandwidth for each node (we
use ipmwatch [21] to get the bandwidth) to detect if im-
balanced NVMM accessing occurs. NThread calculates the
total NVMM bandwidth of each node by Equation 1. The
BWrN and BWwN are the read and write bandwidth of Node
N. BWN is the bandwidth of Node N after our calculation.
BWr weight is the weight of read bandwidth. Since the read
bandwidth of NVMM is higher than its write bandwidth,
we reduce the weight of read bandwidth. In this paper, we
choose the 1/3 as the BWr weight. We get this value from the
evaluation in Section V-G. NThread judges the imbalanced
NVMM accessing by considering the theoretical maximum
bandwidth of Optane DC PMM1 and our test results. We
can get the maximum bandwidth of a node by multiplying
the theoretical maximum bandwidth of one Optane DC PMM
by the number of Optane DC PMM. In this paper, when the
NVMM bandwidth of a node exceeds 80% of the maximum
bandwidth and the NVMM bandwidth of other nodes is lower
than 1/2 of the node, we argue that the NVMM accessing
is imbalanced and the node has high NVMM accessing con-
tention. NThread should migrate threads to balance NVMM
accessing.

BWN = BWrN ∗BWr weight +BWwN (1)

NThread performs NVMM balancing operations by mi-
grating threads with high write ratio from the high NVMM
accessing contention node to low NVMM accessing contention
node. Since NThread sets file write position on the node where
the application thread runs, moving away high write ratio

1the read and write bandwidth of single Optane DC PMM are approximately
6.8 GB/s and 1.85 GB/s respectively and the bandwidth of multiple devices
is superimposed.



threads can reduce NVMM write operations on high NVMM
accessing contention nodes. Besides, writing more new data
on low NVMM accessing contention nodes can bring new file
data to the node, introducing read operations. This approach
avoids file data migration overhead of NVMM and solves the
NVMM accessing contention problems. NThread calculates
write ratio of each thread by Equation 2. D writei and D readi

are the data size of file write and read for thread i within each
time window (the running cycle of NThread, TimeW , such as
1s) respectively. Note that, NThread currently does not support
mmap operations. The D writei and D readi are measured
only for read/write system calls.

W ratioi = D writei/(D writei +D readi) (2)

Since migrating threads may introduce new NVMM con-
tention, such as migrating too many threads to low NVMM
accessing nodes, NThread evaluates the amount of data that
can be migrated for migrating threads. Equation 3 shows the
calculation formula. BWN is the NVMM bandwidth of Node
N and BWaverage is the average of NVMM bandwidth of all
nodes. D migrateN is the amount of data that Node N can be
migrated in (D migrateN is less than 0) or out (D migrateN
is greater than 0). We multiply the value of bandwidth by time
window (TimeW , the running cycle of NThread, such as 1s)
because we perform balancing operations per time window.

D migrateN = (BWN −BWaverage) ∗ TimeW (3)

Migrating a thread to low NVMM accessing contention node
should satisfy Equation 4. This limitation ensures that the data
amount of NVMM accessing on Node N does not exceed
BWaverage after migrating thread i to it, avoiding introducing
new contention on Node N. Since migrating thread i to Node N
only brings write operations to Node N, we use the amount of
write data for thread i (D writei). Once Equation 4 is satisfied,
node N is the final target node of thread i.

D migrateN +D writei <= 0 (4)

2) Avoiding CPU contention: NThread migrates threads to
reduce remote memory access and NVMM accessing imbal-
ance. However, these operations can bring CPU contention if
we do not consider CPU utilization. NThread calculates CPU
utilization to avoid CPU contention caused by imbalanced
CPU usage. Since NVMM contention has greater impact
than CPU contention (Section III-B), NThread handles CPU
contention only when the system does not have NVMM
contention.

NThread calculates the CPU utilization for each thread
and sum the CPU utilization of each NUMA node. When
NThread finds that NUMA nodes have imbalanced CPU
utilization that the utilization of one CPU is 2x of the other
CPUs and the CPU utilization exceeds CPUlimit (we set the
CPUlimit is 90% and get this value through experiments in
Section V-G), NThread migrates threads to balance the usage
of CPU. NThread migrates one thread to a node only if the
CPU utilization of the node does not exceed a threshold after

migrating. As shown in Equation 5, NThread migrates thread i
to node N only if the sum of the CPU utilization of node N and
thread i does not exceed CPUlimit. CPUN is the utilization of
CPU on Node N, which is the sum of the CPU utilization of
all threads running on Node N. CPUi is the CPU utilization of
thread i. Once Equation 5 is satisfied, node N is the final target
node of thread i. We calculate CPU utilization for each thread
according to Equation 6. Timei is the time that thread i runs
within each time window. Cores is the number of core in each
physical CPU. TimeW is the time window of NThread (such as
1s). This approach can avoid serious CPU contention within
each CPU.

CPUi + CPUN <= CPUlimit (5)

CPUi = Timei/(TimeW ∗ cores) (6)

D. Handling data sharing

All threads performing local access can let threads that
access the same data run on the same node, increase CPU
cache sharing among threads. However, reducing resource
contention by migrating threads (Section III-C) may migrate
threads that access the same data to different NUMA nodes,
destroying CPU cache sharing between threads. CPU cache
sharing can avoid reading data from NVMM and improve
performance. Our results show that CPU cache sharing among
threads can improve performance by 31.5% when reading file
data. Therefore, NThread avoids migrating a thread to reduce
resource contention if the thread accesses the same file with
other threads simultaneously.

NThread obtains threads sharing information from virtual
file system (VFS). VFS records the number of threads that
each file is being accessed on (i count in inode). When a
thread read/write a file and the i count of the file is greater
than 1, the thread is sharing file data with other threads.
NThread does not migrate the thread during the process of
reducing resource contention.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

NThread is a module for NVMM file systems which
periodically (such as 1s) fetches information from NVMM
file systems and performing thread migration. We skip some
threads, such that read/write some fewer data, to optimize
the process. NThread is transparent to applications. We im-
plement NThread based on NOVA [47] on Linux kernel
4.18.8. NThread can be used for all NVMM file systems. We
modify file data block index in NOVA to let NThread get
the node where accessing file data is located for each thread.
Besides, we modify file system space allocator to support
allocating space on a specified node. Therefore, each thread
can write data on the node where the thread is running on.
In NThread, we migrate thread by using binding function
in operating system (sched setaffinity). In total, implementing
NThread requires total 1,300 lines of codes.



TABLE II
THE CONFIGURATION OF NTHREAD. Y/N REPRESENT

ENABLING/DISABLING THE FEATURE.

Reducing
remote access

Reducing
CPU contention

Reducing
NVMM contention

Increasing
data sharing

NThread rl Y N N N
NThread cpu Y Y N N
NThread nm Y Y Y N
NThread Y Y Y Y

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate NThread and show the per-
formance improvement by reducing remote access, avoiding
CPU, NVMM contention and increasing data sharing.

A. Experimental setup

We conduct all experiments on a server equipped with two
NUMA nodes. Each node contains an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold
5215 CPU (2.50GH) processor, a 128 GB Optane DC PMM
device and 64 GB DRAM. The operating system is CentOS
7.6.1810, Linux kernel version is 4.18.8. We configure Optane
DC PMM with App direct mode [22]. All experimental results
are the average of at least 3 runs.

B. Compared systems

We compare NThread with ext4-dax [8], PMFS [11] and
NOVA [47]. Since Optane DC PMM cannot establish contin-
uous regions across NUMA nodes, NVMM device (pmemX)
is installed on each NUMA node. Ext4-dax, PMFS and NOVA
only support building file system on one device, they cannot
build a file system across multiple nodes. Therefore, we build
a file system for each node. For single application test (fio,
filebench and RocksDB), we just test one file system for them.
For two applications, such as two RocksDBs and filebenches,
we run one application on each file system. In this case,
running multiple applications for existing NVMM file systems
does not have NVMM contention problem. To show the per-
formance of existing NVMM file system on multiple NUMA
nodes, we modify NOVA to build a file system supporting
multiple nodes (NOVA n, see Section II-C).

Table II shows the four configurations used in the eval-
uation. NThread rl shows the benefits of reducing remote
access, which pins threads to the NUMA node where the
reading file locates. Besides, NThread rl lets a thread di-
rectly write data on the NUMA node where the thread runs.
Therefore, NThread rl reduces remote access. NThread cpu
not only pins threads as NThread rl, but also reduces CPU
contention as shown in Section III-C2. This can reduce
CPU contention as well as reduce remote access. Based
on NThread cpu, NThread nm further reduces NVMM con-
tention (Section III-C1). Finally, NThread enables all these
configured features.

C. Microbenchmark

We use fio [2] to show the performance of NThread. Each
thread accesses a 4 GB private file using 4 KB block size.
We set file read ratio to 100% (read-only), 80% (rw80),

60% (rw60), 40% (rw40), 20% (rw20) and 0% (write-only).
Since our server only contains one Optane DC PMM for
each NUMA node, 4 running threads can run out of its
bandwidth. We set each node with 4 active cores and set the
rest offline. We run 4/8 threads to show the results with/without
CPU contentions respectively. Figure 5 shows the bandwidth
of each file system (we calculate the bandwidth by using
Equation 1). Before the evaluation, we pre-allocate all file data
on NUMA node 0 to show the performance of each file system.

When running 4 threads, as shown in Figure 5(a),
NThread rl improves bandwidth by 15.1%, 27.1%, 40.5%
and 22.3% on average under all workloads against ext4-dax,
PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n respectively. This is because all
file data is stored on node 0 and meanwhile NThread rl binds
all threads on node 0 to provide local file read without remote
access. On the contrary, the 4 threads are interleaved on the
two NUMA nodes by the kernel scheduler for existing NVMM
file systems. This results in remote access and degrades
performance. As each of the 4 threads runs on an individual
core, NThread cpu performs similar to NThread rl due to few
CPU contention.

When performing mixed read and write operations (rw80
and rw60), NThread improves performance by 12.6% and
12.7% on average against NThread rl and NThread cpu re-
spectively. This is because NThread detects NVMM contention
and migrates threads with high write ratios to other node. This
in turn results in new data written to different nodes. Corre-
spondingly, the reads to these data are distributed between
two nodes, and thus reduces NVMM contention. As for rw40
and rw20, NThread does not detect NVMM contention and
pins all threads on node 0, which is similar to NThread rl. As
for write-only workloads, there is no data reads. NThread rl,
NThread cpu and NThread do not migrate threads to reduce
remote access and resource contention. Thus, NThread per-
forms similar to both NThread rl and NThread cpu. Currently,
NThread does not address NVMM read contention. As a result,
NThread performs similar to NThread rl and NThread cpu for
read-only workload.

Figure 5(b) shows the results when running 8 threads,
NThread increases bandwidth by 90.4%, 117.1%, 129,6%,
43.4% and 44.7% on average against ext4-dax, PMFS, NOVA,
NOVA n and NThread rl respectively. Since the 8 threads
compete for 4 cores, NThread addresses both CPU and
NVMM contentions compared to NThread rl. Moreover, un-
like these existing file systems, NThread migrates threads
to reduce remote access. This allows NThread to achieve
bandwidth improvement. NThread cpu performs similar with
NThread. This is because initially the CPU and NVMM
contentions occur on the same node 0, and NThread cpu
migrates 4 threads to node 1 to solve CPU contention. This
in turn results in reduced reads/writes to node 0 as well as
reduced NVMM contention on node 0.

As for read-only workloads, NThread rl pins all threads on
NUMA node 0, resulting in CPU and NVMM contention. Both
NThread cpu and NThread migrate threads to NUMA node 1
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Fig. 5. The bandwidth of fio. rw presents read ratio.

to reduce CPU contention but still suffer from NVMM con-
tention. Therefore, NThread cpu and NThread only improve
bandwidth by 5% compared to NThread rl. For write-only
workloads, NThread rl, NThread cpu and NThread directly
write data on the node where the thread runs. Since there exist
no remote accesses, the three approaches perform similarly.
Therefore, they perform similar.

Note that, the threads of NOVA n are evenly scheduled
to run between two NUMA nodes. This can reduce both
CPU and NVMM contentions, but still suffers from remote
access under read-write mixed workloads. Thus, NOVA n
outperforms NThread rl under read-write mixed workloads,
but still performs worse than NThread cpu and NThread.

NThread rl shows lower bandwidth for running 8
threads (Figure 5(b)) than running 4 threads (Figure 5(a))
for read-only, rw80, rw60, rw40 and rw20 workloads. This
is because NThread rl binds all threads to NUMA node 0
to perform local data access. Since there exist only 4 active
cores for each node, running 8 threads suffers from thread
switching overheads. This reduces system performance. As for
write-only workloads, write threads are evenly scheduled to
each NUMA node for NThread rl, which allows local writes.
NThread rl performs better for running 8 threads than running
4 threads.

D. Macrobenchmark

We use filebench [1], a file system benchmark that simulates
a large variety of workloads, as macrobenchmark. Similar to
previous works [34], [47], we use the default configuration to
run filebench as show in Table III. We also let all CPU core
online to show the performance. To show the performance of
NThread under multiple applications running, we run filebench
with one (Figure 6(a)) and two (Figure 6(b)) applications.

For running one application, NThread rl outperforms ext4-
dax, PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n by 166.3%, 869.1%, 78.1%
and 35.1% on average respectively. This is because NThread rl
avoids remote access. Besides, NThread rl pins all threads to
the NUMA node where the file data locates. It can increase
data sharing between threads. NThread nm and NThread cpu

TABLE III
FILEBENCH WORKLOAD CHARACTERISTICS

Workload Average file size files I/O size threads r:w ratio
Fileserver 128 KB 100 K 1MB 50 1:2
Webserver 16 KB 100 K 1MB 100 10:1
Webproxy 16 KB 100 K 16 KB 100 5:1
Varmail 16 KB 100 K 1 MB 16 1:1

reduce resource contention but ignore data sharing be-
tween threads, they show poor performance than NThread rl.
NThread reads file counter to support file data sharing between
threads and avoids migrating threads that accessing to the same
data on different NUMA nodes. NThread performs better than
NThread nm and NThread cpu.

For running two applications, existing NVMM file sys-
tems generate more remote access and resource contention.
NThread rl can make two applications run on different NUMA
nodes, which does not produce remote access and resource
contention. Therefore, NThread rl improves performance by
157.5%, 729.7%, 160.8% and 103.0% on average for ext4-
dax, PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n. Because NThread runs an
application on a NUMA node, the system does not have the
problem of resource contention, NThread cpu, NThread nm
and NThread show similar performance with NThread rl.

E. Application

RocksDB [13] is a high-performance, persistent key-value
store and is widely deployed for Internet services [18], [33],
[42] and storage services [4], [14]–[16], [31]. RocksDB is
implemented based on Log-Structure Merge Trees (LSM-
Tree) [35] and relies on file system to support logs and
data persistency. For example, RocksDB persists key-value
operations in write-ahead log and flushes key-value pairs into
Sorted String Table (SSTable) files on underlying file systems.
Thus, RocksDB is widely used for evaluating file system
performance [22], [27], [32], [46], [48], [49], [52]. Similarly,
in this paper, we use RocksDB to evaluate the defectiveness
of NThread.

We set RocksDB with 10 M keys and 4KB value size. The
data size of each RocksDB application is 40 GB. To show the
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Fig. 6. The throughput of filebench workloads

performance of NThread with multiple applications running,
we run one (Figure 7(a)) and two (Figure 7(b)) RocksDB
applications. Each RocksDB runs 10 threads, which is equal
to the number of cores per CPU.

When running one RocksDB application, NThread improves
throughput by 111.3%, 57.9%, 32.8% and 24.1% on average
compared to ext4-dax, PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n respec-
tively. For fillseq (W) operations, NThread evenly writes all
file data on the node where the thread runs, reducing remote
write and NVMM contention. For readrandom (R) operations,
NThread improves throughput by 68.0%, 50.1%, 50.4% and
12.8% for ext4-dax, PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n respec-
tively, as NThread reduces remote access. Since NOVA n
randomly writes data to each NUMA node, NVMM contention
is avoided when performing read operations. Therefore, the
performance of NOVA n is better than ext4-dax, PMFS and
NOVA. Readwhilewriting (RW) performs read and write op-
erations, and NThread improves by 47.1%, 26.9%, 17.8% and
14.3% for ext4-dax, PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n respectively.

For running two RocksDB applications, the remote access
of existing NVMM file systems increases. NThread improves
performance by 141.2%, 117.4%, 54.3% and 46.8% on aver-
age compared to ext4-dax, PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n.

F. Multiple NUMA nodes

To show the performance of NThread under multiple mem-
ory nodes. We run NThread on a server with 4 NUMA nodes.
Each node has an Intel (R) Xeon (R) Gold 5215 CPU processor
and 16 GB DRAM. The operating system is CentOS 7.6.1810,
Linux kernel version is 4.18.8. We use DRAM to emulate
NVMM in this evaluation. Since DRAM space limits, we
only run RocksDB with 1 M keys (the other configuration
of RocksDB is the same as Section V-E). Figure 7(c) shows
the results. We can see that NThread improves performance
by 34.4%, 65.5%, 41.9% and 21.7% compared to ext4-dax,
PMFS, NOVA and NOVA n. Since we replace NVMM with
DRAM in this evaluation and DRAM has high accessing band-
width, the performance improvement of NThread is reduced.

G. Parameter Tuning
In this section, we show some parameters choices through

evaluation. To show the impact of CPU contention, we set
some cores offline by keeping 4 cores online on each node.

CPU utilization We choose CPU utilization setting
CPUlimit in Equation 5 by migrating threads to node N and
varying the value of CPUlimit. We set the value of CPUlimit to
80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 130% and no limits respectively. We
run the evaluation by using 16 threads. We set the operating
size as 1 KB to avoid introducing NVMM contention. Figure 8
shows the normalized bandwidth against CPUlimit at 100%.
When the CPUlimit is greater than 100%, CPU contention is
increased and the performance is reduced. To reduce CPU con-
tention and avoid remote access, NThread sets the CPUlimit

as 90% in this paper.
NVMM contention Since the read bandwidth of Optane

DC PMM is much higher than the write bandwidth, we
cannot directly add read and write bandwidth to judge NVMM
contention. We run evaluation to obtain the calculation ap-
proach of Optane DC PMM bandwidth. We mix read and
write operations with read ratio from 100% to 0% (x-axis
in Figure 9) and show the bandwidth (y-axis) under different
calculation methods. When we calculate bandwidth by using
1/3 of read bandwidth, the bandwidth of Optane DC PMM has
a stable value. Therefore, we set the weight of read bandwidth
as 1/3 (BWr weight in Section III-C1). We calculate Optane
DC PMM bandwidth by adding write bandwidth and 1/3 of
read bandwidth. When the used bandwidth of one NUMA
node exceeds 80% of the maximum bandwidth (Section III-C),
we think that NVMM has severe access contention.

VI. RELATED WORK

Reducing remote access [12] builds a locality-aware page
table, which provides accurate information to guide locality-
aware thread and data mapping policies. However, it identifies
the accessing thread within the page-table upon TLB miss,
which requires hardware level facilities that are not available
in all hardware. [26] builds temporal flows of interactions
between threads and objects, which helps programmers under-
stand why and which memory objects are accessed remotely.
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NThread can directly discovery remote access by reading file
system file block index. Operating systems allocate thread
memory (such as stack and heap) on the node where the thread
locates to avoid remote access. HydraFS [39] and [46] suggest
binding threads to the NUMA node where the accessing file
locates to reduce remote access. These works only reduce
remote memory accessing on NUMA architecture. NThread
also migrates thread based on the amount of data that the
thread currently read to avoid remote access.

Resource contention There are many works solving re-
source contention. [6] uses LLC miss rate to predict contention
between threads, and evenly allocates threads to each node
by using LLC miss rate to avoid contention. However, LLC
miss rate cannot reflect the CPU utilization and is likely to
cause CPU contention. [44] predicts both memory bandwidth
utilization and optimal core allocations with high accuracy
and low overhead for memory-intensive multi-threaded ap-
plications on large-scale NUMA machines. [17] accounts for
contention at multiple resources such as processor functional
units and memory channels. And then it predicts the best
thread allocation and resources needed for a given workload
to meet a specified performance target. NThread predicts
contention based on current resource usages, such as CPU
utilization and NVMM bandwidth, which can better reflect
the resource usage and contention. Then NThread dynamically
migrates threads to improve performance.

[30] argues that maximizing data locality does not always
minimize execution time, it may be more advantageous to allo-
cate data on a remote processor to reduce memory contention.

[9] solves memory contention on memory traffic by using
page-replication, interleaving and co-location to allocate mem-
ory. [19], [28] consider the asymmetric interconnect architec-
ture to maximize bandwidth and optimal page placement. All
these works reduce resource contention by placing threads first
and then migrate memory. However, NVMM has lower access
latency and less bandwidth than DRAM. Migrating data on
NVMM takes up limited bandwidth and reduces performance.
NThread is designed for NVMM file systems, and it can
reduce NVMM contention by specifying the write location
of new file data. Therefore, NThread only migrates threads.
[50] designs a bandwidth-aware memory placement policy to
avoid memory contention. It places data amount according to
the DRAM-to-NVMM bandwidth ratios. Since the bandwidth
of DRAM is higher than NVMM, [50] places more data in
DRAM than NVMM. However, the amount of data stored is
not related with the access frequency of data. Placing less
data on NVMM than DRAM does not mean NVMM has low
access pressure.

Resource sharing [38] detects sharing patterns online with
low overhead by using performance monitoring unit(PMU).
[28] and [24] sample hardware counters to detect communi-
cating threads and place them onto a well-connected nodes.
NThread determines data sharing between threads by reading
the status of file. If a file is accessed by multiple threads, the
file is shared among these threads. And then NThread migrates
these threads to the NUMA node where the file locates,
supporting data sharing. NThread avoids migrating threads
accessing the same data on different nodes.



Thread and memory migrating [28] migrates thread
memory by using full memory migration and dynamic memory
migration. [6] argues that migrating a large amount of thread
memory with threads resulting in good performance. These
works are orthogonal to NThread. NThread only migrates
threads without memory migration in this paper.

VII. CONCLUSION

Since NVMM file systems directly access file data on the
memory, NUMA architecture has a large impact on their
performance due to the presence of remote memory access and
resource contention. However, existing NVMM file systems,
such as ext4-dax, PMFS and NOVA, are unware of NUMA
architecture and thus suffer from degraded performance. In
this paper, we avoid the expensive data migration on NVMM,
and instead present NThread. NThread is a NUMA-aware
thread migration approach for high performance NVMM file
systems. NThread performs what-if analysis to find target node
to reduce remote access and resource contention. Besides,
NThread supports file data sharing between threads. Compared
to existing NVMM file system NOVA, NThread achieves up
to 205.6% and 44.6% throughput improvements for filebench
and RocksDB applications.
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